FLIP CUP TIC TAC TOE

Conforming to the rules of the game

This is an easy game to set up with materials you most likely already have around the house! It’s challenging for all ages & can played with a few or many people!

**Materials:**
Masking tape (duct tape can work, but it could damage furniture)
2 different coloured /patterned sets of plastic cups – 3 of each colour
A flat surface a card table or small table would be fine

Set up begins by taping a tic tac toe board of 9 spaces. You may need to measure by putting one of the cups you’ll be using in a space to make sure they will all fit. Be sure to leave room around your board. You’ll need room to set the cup down on the edge to flip it over. Once all the taping is done, you’re ready to play!!

**Instructions:**
Teams line up behind each other & when someone says GO! the first person on each team gets a cup of their team colour/pattern & places open side up, on the edge of the table beside the taped Tic Tac Toe board.

Use one finger on one hand to try to flip their cup over so the cup lands on its open end. When it lands properly (open end down) on the table, the player must then place it on the board quickly in a square to help advance their team in tic tac toe.

It’s the next players turn. You got to move fast & think quick, keep your eye on the other team! Where are they going to put their next cup!

If the cup rolls or falls & doesn’t land open end down, the player must continue setting the cup on the edge & try to flip it again & again, until they are successful!!

The game keeps going until one team has Tic Tac Toe!

You could play Best out of 5 or 7 whatever odd number!

Everyone gets a turn & it’s lots of fun for the whole family!

ENJOY! We’d love some pics of you all playing this game!!